Differential equations derived from many real-world applications are dominated by multiple time scales. Multirate time integration strategies are able to efficiently and accurately propagate these equations in time. Multirate infinitesimal step (MIS) methods allow arbitrary accuracy in the integration of the fast dynamics of a system. Günther and Sandu [13] portrayed MIS schemes as members of the larger class of multirate General-structure Additive Runge-Kutta (MR-GARK) methods.
1. Introduction. Many dynamical systems of practical interest consist of multiple components that evolve at different characteristic time scales. As a representative model we consider a two-way additively partitioned ordinary differential equation (ODE) driven by a slow process {s} and a fast process {f}, acting simultaneously: Multirate methods are efficient numerical solution strategies for (1.1) that use small step sizes to discretize the fast components, and large step sizes to discretize the slow components. The approach goes back to the pioneering work on multirate Runge-Kutta methods of Rice [25] and Andrus [1, 2] . The main approach for the construction of multirate methods is to employ traditional integrators with different time steps for different components, and to couple the fast and slow components such as to ensure the overall stability and accuracy of the discretization. Following this philosophy multirate schemes have been developed in the context of Runge-Kutta methods [4, 11, 12, 19, 20, 30] , linear multistep methods [9, 16, 27] , Rosenbrock-W methods [10] , extrapolation methods [5, 6, 8, 28] , Galerkin discretizations [22] , and combined multiscale methodologies [7] .
In a seminal paper, Knoth and Wolke [18] proposed a hybrid approach to solve (1.1). First, the slow component is discretized with an s-stage explicit Runge-Kutta method (A, b, c) with increasing abscissae, c i−1 < c i . Next, the solution is advanced between the consecutive stages of this method by solving a modified fast ODE system.
For autonomous systems (1.1) the solution process reads:
The modified fast ODE (1.2) is composed of the original fast component from (1.1) plus a piecewise constant "slow tendency" term. Wensch, Knoth, and Galant [36] generalized (1.2) by adding linear combinations of stages (Y where only that fast partition is corrected. First, a full, combined Runge-Kutta or Rosenbrock macro-step is taken which serves as the predictor. The fast part of the predicted stages is inaccurate and is refined by sub-stepping the fast part only. Approximations of the slow values are needed at the micro-steps and come from an interpolant of the slow predicted values.
Step corrector MRI-GARK methods can be viewed as an extreme case of this coupling strategy where the multirate ratio is infinite. That is, the corrector takes infinitely many steps to refine the fast solution.
2.1. Method definition. We start with a "slow" Runge-Kutta base method (2.1)
with s {s} stages.
Definition 2.1 (Step corrector MRI-GARK methods for additively partitioned systems). A step corrector multirate infinitesimal GARK (SC-MRI-GARK) scheme applied to the additively partitioned system (1.1) advances the solution from t n to t n+1 = t n + H as follows:
Definition 2.2 (Slow tendency coefficients). It is convenient to define the timedependent combination coefficients as polynomials in time, and to consider their integrals:
Remark 2.3 (Embedded method). The base slow scheme (2.1) computes the main solution using the weights b {s} , and the embedded solution using the weights b {s} . An embedded solution for an SC-MRI-GARK method can be computed by solving the additional ODE
which uses the embedded polynomials γ i and produces a solution of a different order. The authors note that this strategy can be expensive and are considering cheaper alternatives.
Consider the partitioning f {f} = 0, f {s} = f for (1.1). In this case, it is natural to expect an SC-MRI-GARK to degenerate into the slow base method. Note that the final solution of (2.2b) simplifies to
Thus, we enforce the condition
An important special case of additively partitioned systems is component partitioned systems:
One step of an SC-MIR-GARK method for (2.6) is 
. Similarly, the final solution is
Now, the corresponding GARK tableau for a SC-MRI-GARK method is for any fast method iff the following conditions hold
Proof. All internal consistency equations are automatically satisfied except for the following one, which needs to be imposed explicitly:
It is easy to confirm (2.8) is sufficient to satisfy this condition, and thus, internal consistency. Since the equality must hold for all A {f,f} , it must hold when all A {f,f} c {f}×k are linearly independent. Matching powers of the left-and right-hand sides proves the necessity of (2.8).
2.2.2. Fourth order conditions. In this section we derive order conditions of the SC-MRI-GARK schemes for up to order four. First, we define a set of useful coefficients.
Definition 2.5 (Some B-series coefficients). Consider the following Butcher tree [14] :
where τ ∈ T is the tree of order one and [·] is the operation of joining subtrees by a root, and the following B-series coefficients of the exact solution of the fast sub-system:
For a fast Runge-Kutta method (A {f,f} , b {f} , c {f} ) of arbitrary accuracy it holds that:
Theorem 2.6 (Fourth order coupling conditions). An internally consistent SC-MRI-GARK method (2.2) has order four iff the slow base scheme has order at least four, and the following coupling conditions hold:
with ζ k , ω k , and ξ k defined in (2.10).
Proof. For internally consistent MrGARK schemes there are two coupling conditions for order three and ten for order four [29] . We proceed with checking each of them.
Condition 3a
Condition 3b
Condition 4a
Condition 4b
Condition 4c
Condition 4d
Condition 4e
Condition 4g
Condition 4h
Condition 4i
Condition 4j
Note that conditions 3b, 4b, 4d, and 4h-j resolve to order condition of the slow base method. These are automatically satisfied since the base method is assumed to have order four. Further, conditions 4f and 4g are identical. The remaining order conditions give (2.11).
Stability Analysis for
Step Corrector MRI GARK methods. 
has the following analytical solution:
The solution is defined using the following family of analytical functions:
2.3.1. Scalar stability analysis. For additively partitioned systems (1.1) we consider the following scalar model problem: 
where µ z {f} := k≥0 γ k ϕ k+1 z {f} by Lemma 2.7. Thus, we have that
with R z {f} , z {s} the linear stability function for the scalar test problem (2.12).
Definition 2.8 (Scalar stability). The scalar slow stability region is defined as:
Thus z {s} ∈ S 1d ρ,α ensures that the solution is stable for any system (2.12) with λ {f} in an α-wedge in the left complex semi-plane, and of absolute value bounded by ρ. [19] , for component partitioned systems (2.6) we consider the following model problem:
Matrix stability analysis. Following Kvaernø
The eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of Ω are:
For |ξ| 1 the fast sub-system has a weak influence on the slow one; the first eigenvalue is slow and the second one is fast. For |1 − ξ| 1 the slow sub-system has a weak influence on the fast one, and the first eigenvalue is fast. Let z {f} := Hλ {f} , z {s} := Hλ {s} , w {s} := Hη {s} , and w {f} := Hη {f} . The component partitioned SC-MRI-GARK method (2.7) applied to the matrix test problem (2.15) computes the stages as follows:
Using Lemma 2.7, we write the solution of the ODE as:
Now, the transfer matrix for the matrix test problem can be written as
Definition 2.9 (Matrix stability). The slow stability region ensures that the spectral radius of the error propagation matrix M has to be smaller than or equal to one:
(2.18)
3. Internal corrector MRI-GARK methods. Traditional multirate infinitesimal methods require the integration of an ODE for every stage, which advances the solution from one abscissa to the next. Internal corrector MRI-GARK methods follow this strategy but also incorporate a predictor-corrector strategy similar to that used in SC-MRI-GARK schemes. At each stage, the solution is first predicted with a traditional Runge-Kutta stage. Then, the fast dynamics are refined by exactly solving an ODE which uses previous corrected stages and the current predicted stage to form an interpolant of the slow dynamics.
3.1. Internal Corrector MRI-GARK Methods. Again, we start with a "slow" Runge-Kutta base method (2.1), but now enforce that the abscissae are nonincreasing:
We define the increments between consecutive stages of the base method:
Definition 3.1 (IC-MRI-GARK methods for additively partitioned systems). A IC-MRI-GARK scheme applied to the additively partitioned system (1.1) advances the solution from t n to t n+1 = t n + H as follows:
and f
{f} j , f {f} * are defined similarly. Linear combinations of the slow function values are added as forcing to the modified fast ODE system (3.2b); in order to use only already computed slow stages one needs γ i,j (τ ) = 0 for j > i. 
Therefore, the underlying slow scheme satisfies 
Thus, the MRI-GARK method inherits the stiff accuracy property, and we can take the last stage of (3.2b) to be y n+1 . An embedded solution can similarly be expressed as a linear combination of slow function evaluations.
For component partitioned systems, a IC-MRI-GARK step can be written as
and a similar notation is used for f {s} , f {s} * .
Order
Conditions. Following subsection 2.2, we look to utilized GARK order condition theory to derive order conditions for IC-MRI-GARK methods. For the remainder of the paper, we will assume the base method is stiffly-accurate due to the advantages discussed in Remark 3.3 and simplifications to the order conditions and stability analysis. Again, we apply an arbitrarily accurate Runge-Kutta method A {f,f} , b {f} , c {f} to discretized the ODEs and recover the GARK stages and GARK tableau. We use the labels p and c to denote predicted and corrected stages, respectively. Also we define Y {f,d,i} k to be the k-th stage of the discretized ODE between abscissae c i−1 and c i . Now, the i-th stage of (3.2) is composed of the GARK stages
Unraveling the recurrence relations yields where L ∈ R s {s} ×s {s} is a lower shift matrix and
3.2.1. Internal Consistency. Proof. All internal consistency equations are automatically satisfied except for the following one, which needs to be imposed explicitly:
It is easy to confirm (3.6) is sufficient to satisfy this condition, and thus, internal consistency. Since the equality must hold for all A {f,f} , it must hold when all A {f,f} c {f}×k are linearly independent. Matching powers of the left-and right-hand sides proves the necessity of (3.6).
Fourth order conditions.
In this section we derive order conditions of the IC-MRI-GARK schemes for up to order four. First, we list some useful intermediate products: Theorem 3.6 (Fourth order coupling conditions). An internally consistent SC-MRI-GARK method (2.2) has order four iff the slow base scheme has order at least four, and the following coupling conditions hold: 
(3.7h) 
Proof. The twelve GARK coupling conditions up to order four are as follows: Condition 3.a
Condition 4.f
Condition j.
These conditions give (3.7).
Linear stability analysis.
3.3.1. Scalar stability analysis. For additively partitioned systems (1.1) we consider the following scalar model problem: 
Here we denote:
Substituting the prediction stage values into corrected stages and iterating over corrected stage values:
The SC-MRI-GARK (3.9) applied to (3.8) reveals a stability function that depends on both slow and fast variables:
(3.10)
4. Numerical Results. This section describes the numerical test performed on coupled MRI-GARK methods and the results.
Additive partitioning:
the Gray-Scott model. We consider first the application of MRI-GARK methods to the Gray-Scott reaction-diffusion PDE [21] :
The spatial domain is the unit square discretized with second order finite differences. The model parameters are ε u = 0.0625, ε v = 0.0312, k = 0.0520, and f = 0.0180. The system (4.1) is written in the form (1.1) by additively splitting the right hand side into slow linear diffusion terms and fast nonlinear reaction terms.
All numerical experiments use a simulation time interval of [0,2] time units. ODEs that appear in is carried out using Matlab's ode45 function with tight tolerances abstol=reltol=1.e-10. Convergence diagrams for the third and fourth order methods developed in Section 2 are shown in Figure 1 . All methods achieve their theoretical orders of accuracy, confirming the order conditions theory developed herein. 
4.2.
Component partitioning: the KPR problem. We next consider the KPR problem used in [6] , which is a component partitioned system of the form (2.6). The nonlinear KPR problem is an adaptation to vector form of the scalar Prothero-Robinson [3, 15, 24] problem and is given by the following equations:
where Ω is defined in (2.15) . For the simulation we use the values λ {f} = −10,
, ω = 20. The exact solution of (4.2a) is given by:
(4.2b) y {f} (t) = 3 + cos(ωt), y {s} (t) = 2 + cos(t), and the initial conditions are the exact solution evaluated at the initial time. The simulation time interval is [0, 5π/2] (units).
We note that the difference between the fast and slow scales in (4.2a) is mainly driven by the ratio ω of the frequencies of the forcing terms, not by the ratio of dynamical terms λ {f} /λ {s} .
The fast stage integration (2.2b) is carried out using Matlab's ode45 function with tight tolerances Abstol=Reltol=1.e-10. The convergence diagrams reported in Figure  2 indicate that the methods perform at their theoretical orders for this system. 
Conclusions and Future Work.
In this work we extend the derivation of multirate infinitesimal GARK schemes in [26] to include coupled implicit stages that involve both the fast and slow components of the multirate system. A first approach referred to as "Step Corrector MRI GARK methods" favors computing predictor coupled stages first. The predicted stages are used in a single infinitesimal integration that corrects the fast component of the system. For this type of methods we present the simplified order conditions, discuss linear stability and report methods of orders up to four. Our numerical experiments demonstrate the accuracy of these methods in additive and component partitioned examples.
In another approach we design methods that allow alternating prediction and correction stages. These methods, named "Internal Corrector MRI GARK" use MIS integration on every predicted stage to achieve better accuracy in the fast subsystem. The interleaving pattern of the infinitesimal and normal stage computations leads to complicated order conditions for this type of methods. We present an elegant formulation of these order conditions and analyze the stability requirements for practical methods. Coefficients for methods up to order four of this type are reported in the appendix.
The procession of the stages through consecutive infinitesimal integration in the "Internal Corrector MRI GARK" schemes requires non-decreasing abscissa for the slow method. This requirement, in conjunction with stability and stiff accuracy conditions can become cumbersome to satisfy for high order methods. One solution to alleviate this restriction is MRI GARK methods that compute their own initial conditions for the infinitesimal stage integrations. The authors plan to consider these methods in future works. Other immediate goals for the authors includes deriving methods of order 4 of "Internal Corrector MRI GARK" type. 
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